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Lauro is a European Long/Short Equity Fund managing a long-term concentrated portfolio of 2030 holdings. We believe deep fundamental research focused on ROIC, cashflow generation &
attractive asymmetry are key to long-term value creation. We work to maximise the idiosyncratic
nature of our returns through our active engagement with management teams.
MONTHLY/YEARLY HIGHLIGHTS
We finished the month of July +2.1% net vs. +1.4% for the MSCI Europe Local index. Earnings
season for stock pickers like ourselves often acts as a key catalyst in refocusing the market away from
factors driving performance to stock specific fundamentals. H1 results season acted in this fashion and
was positive across the board for the fund both on the long and short side. We note several similarities
to this time last year where despite improving stock fundamentals the market disregards the strong
organic growth, instead focusing on external factors – the delta variant and China’s regulatory cycle.
Key contributors/detractors – as highlighted with the H1 results season in full swing, our portfolio
companies delivered both strong earnings and superior cash generation. Relx was a key contributor with
strong results adding 140bps, Anglo American added 93bps and BAE Systems surprised the market with
a £500mn share buyback reflecting management confidence, contributed 78bps.
On the trading front – We took profits in Relx and Anglo American. In addition, we added to our Shorts
via the Global Fund Manager and a Global Out of Home Advertising short on concerns of further regulatory
tightening in China and a spike in delta cases globally, delaying the resumption in international air travel.
Tesco – Time to Act
The UK grocery sector has been an underperformer for over a decade reflecting a combination of excess
capacity in a market with increased competition from the discounters and internet platforms. Tesco the
number 1 player in the UK had overextended itself on many fronts and combined with its internal hubris,
led to a near death experience in 2014 / 2015. The last 5+ years has been about righting the ship with
Covid-19 highlighting the power of the franchise in mobilising its network to effectively feed the UK
people in crisis (including an unprecedented online rollout).
We saw 2 factors resulting in the underperformance of the stock into 2021. Firstly, the sale of the Asian
franchise led to a £5b special dividend in Jan-21, perceived to be an ex-event from the market’s
perspective. Secondly, Tesco in Dec-20 returned the entire business rate subsidy of £585m back to the
UK government which led to 2020 and 2021 earnings downgrades, resetting the market’s expectations.
The disconnect between improving industry fundamentals and depressed valuations did not go
unnoticed by private equity. Morrisons’ has seen 2 PE consortia spark a bidding war resulting in the
shares trading ~70% above its undisturbed price. While Tesco’s share price has appreciated in sympathy,
we believe there is significant pressure on the Tesco management to highlight the embedded value within
or ultimately face the threat of being subsumed. This unprecedented threat to Tesco remains underestimated by the public equity market. Based on our estimates, we see earnings upside risks into the
medium term with stronger than expected cash flows and the potential for further shareholder returns.
The Time to Act is now with management equipped with both the firepower and incentive to execute.
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DISCLAIMER AND RISK WARNING
These fund returns are calculated for a representative investor (invested since the inception in A-shares, our main product). Actual
returns may vary based on investment timing, fee and share class differences. Net returns reflect the deduction of management fees,
incentive fees and all fund expenses.
Past performance does not guarantee future results. A portfolio could suffer losses as well as achieve gains. Future returns are not
guaranteed and a loss of principal may occur.
Lauro Asset Management Pte Ltd believes the source of the information and content in the communication to be reliable however it
cannot and does not guarantee, either expressly or impliedly, and accepts no liability for the accuracy, validity, timeliness, merchantability
or completeness of any information or data for any particular purpose or use or that the information or data will be free from error.
Lauro Asset Management Pte Ltd does not undertake any responsibility for any reliance which is placed by any person on any statements
or opinions which are expressed herein. Neither Lauro Asset Management Pte Ltd, nor any of its affiliates, directors, officers or employees
will be liable or have any responsibility of any kind for any loss or damage of whatever nature that any person may incur resulting from
the use of this information. No reliance may be placed for any purpose on the information or opinions contained in this communication.
The content in this communication is intended only for actual or prospective investors in the Lauro Opportunities Fund who continue to
meet the definition of qualified and or accredited / professional investors.
The content of this communication is strictly confidential and for background and information purposes only. The content has not been
audited for veracity, factual accuracy or completeness by Lauro Asset Management Pte Ltd. The content does not purport to be full or
complete.
No part of this communication may be copied, reproduced, disclosed or published in any manner whatsoever without the prior written
permission of Lauro Asset Management Pte Ltd.
This communication does not constitute or form part of any offer to issue or sell, or any solicitation of any offer to subscribe or purchase,
any shares or any other interests in any jurisdiction or to any person, nor shall it or the fact of its distribution form the basis of, or be
relied on in connection with, any contract or commitment whatsoever.
The Fund has appointed Acolin Fund Services AG, 6 Cours de Rive, 1204 Geneva, Switzerland, as its Swiss Representative. Banque
Heritage SA, 61 Route de Chêne, CH-1208 Geneva, Switzerland is the Swiss Paying Agent. In Switzerland shares shall be distributed
exclusively to qualified investors. The fund offering documents, articles of association and audited financial statements can be obtained
free of charge from the Representative. The place of performance with respect to shares distributed in or from Switzerland is the
registered office of the Representative.
In the United Kingdom, this communication is issued by Lauro Asset Management UK Limited (“Lauro UK”) and approved by Robert
Quinn Advisory LLP, which is authorised and regulated by the UK Financial Conduct Authority (“FCA”). Lauro UK is an Appointed
Representative of Robert Quinn Advisory LLP.
This material constitutes a financial promotion for the purposes of the Financial Services and Markets Act 2000 (the “Act”) and the
handbook of rules and guidance issued from time to time by the FCA (the “FCA Rules”). Lauro UK neither provides investment advice to,
nor receives and transmits orders from, persons to whom this material is communicated, nor does it carry on any other activities with or
for such persons that constitute “MiFID or equivalent third country business” for the purposes of the FCA Rules.
All information provided is not warranted as to completeness or accuracy and is subject to change without notice. This communication
and any investment or service to which this material may relate is exclusively intended for persons who are Professional Clients or Eligible
Counterparties for the purposes of the FCA Rules or fall into a relevant category under COBS 4.12 in the FCA Rules and other persons
should not act or rely on it. This communication is not intended for use by any person or entity in any jurisdiction or country where such
distribution or use would be contrary to local law or regulation.
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